THE CARSON LAW FIRM

THE MOST COMMONLY ASKED QUESTIONS IN DIVORCE
(AND MY ANSWERS)
1. How long will this take?
A divorce cannot be granted in St. Louis County (or anywhere else in Missouri for that
matter) until the case has been at issue for 30 days. “at issue” means that the case has
been filed, a summons has been issued by the court (clerical processing of the paperwork,
which takes about a week) and the Respondent (the person who did not file the divorce
petition) has been served with the petition by the sheriff or a duly authorized special
process server or has filed an entry of appearance and waiver of service of process.

After the thirty days have passed, the final paperwork may be submitted and will be
signed by the judge in the ordinary course of business, usually less than a week. That
final paperwork consists of a judgment, most often a separation agreement (there is not
form for this; each case is unique) setting forth the complete settlement of the parties: the
division of property, the allocation of responsibility for debt, the provision for spousal
support or the permanent waiver of the same and the general terms regarding custody. In
every divorce in St. Louis County, each party must also sign an Affidavit for Judgment
(also found at stl.countycourts.com). If there are children, there must be proof that each
parent has attended the mandatory parent education class (stlparenteducation.com) and a
completed parenting plan, both Part A (parenting time) and part B (child support)
(stlcountycourts.com).

2.

What will it cost?
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The cost to le a divorce in St. Louis County is $148.50, plus a small (less then $5)
convenience fee if a debit or credit card is used), If the Respondent will not accept service
(either personally or through an a orney), the papers must be served by the Sheri (in St.
Louis County, $39) or a duly authorized Special Process Sever (approximately $50). The
Special Process Server that we use, Steve Feltner (314-725-2324) has, in the over 30 years
that we have worked with him, never failed to serve anyone for whom we had proper
iden fying informa on). If, a er diligent e ort, the Respondent cannot be found, service
may be achieved by publica on (at this me, publica on without real estate involved costs
$85. If there is real estate involved, the cost of publica on will depend on the length of the
legal descrip on of the property.

The fees for a divorce vary based on the issues involved, the reasonableness of the parties
and the level of cooperation between the attorneys. Most of our moderately contested
cases are concluded for less than $5,000. We request a retainer of $3,000 and if we do not
earn that amount, we refund the credit at the conclusion of the case. If the fees are in
excess of the retainer, we bill monthly and we may request a trial retainer. We do not
offer flat fee divorces because I have had only one truly uncontested case in over 30
years.

3. Can I keep the house?
This is fact-dependent and part of the larger discussion of how the court will divide all of the
property in the divorce.
First, the judge must decide whether the property is “separate” or “marital.”
All separate property is set aside to the person who owns it. Separate property is property (a)
owned prior to the marriage; (b) property acquired after the marriage by just on person by
gift or inheritance by just that person; (c) property excluded from marital property by a valid
agreement (most likely a pre-nuptial or a post nuptial agreement) or property exchanged for
one of the types of property described in (a) through (c) above.
Marital property is all property - other than separate property as described above - acquired
after the date of the marriage and prior to the entry of a judgment of divorce or legal
separation, regardless of whether title is held jointly by the spouses or individually by one of
the spouses.
The court is to divide the marital property in such proportions as the court deems “just” after
considering five factors listed in the statute. “Just” does not necessarily mean that each party
receives 50% of the property, although it often does.
The factors that the court is to consider in dividing the marital property are:
1. The economic circumstances of each person at the time of the division. If there is a
house and there are children, the judge must consider the “desirability” of awarding the
possession of the family home or the right to live4 there for a specified period to person
who has custody of the children.
2. The contribution of each person to the acquisition of the marital property, including any
contribution as a homemaker;
3. The value of the separate property set aside to each party;

4. The conduct of the people during the marriage [more like misconduct]; and
5. The custodial arrangements for the children.
With a house, the judge will also consider whether one-half of the equity nay be allocated
to the party not receiving the house in a useable form. Where the primary asset in the
marriage is the house, it may not be workable to award passion of the house to one party,
regardless of the age of the children.

If the house was owned by one party prior to the marriage, the judge may not be willing
to award that home to the other party, even if it was put in joint names at some point
during the marriage.

4. What will happen with my retirement in the divorce?
Any retirement that was earned during the marriage is considered to be marital property
and will be divided in accordance with the principles set forth above. A notable exception
to this rule is Missouri teacher retirement, which cannot be divided and is separate
property of the teacher and must be awarded to them.
Other retirement assets will be divided in kind, with the agreed percentage awarded to the
non-account holder as required by the sponsor/holder of the retirement account: some
require simply ask for a form to be signed by the account holder, others require a
certified copy of the judgment setting forth the division and some require a Qualified
Domestic Relations Order (“QDRO”), a speci c type of court order typically prepared by an
a orney.

Done by the proper method, the division of retirement assets causes no immediate tax
consequences for either party.

5. Will custody of my kids be 50/50?
In all likelihood yes.
There are two types of custody: legal and physical.
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Legal custody governs how decisions relating to the health, education and welfare of the
child. “Joint legal custody” means that the parents must make joint decisions about their
children. In rare situations, the parties may agree that joint legal custody will mean that
the parties must confer on the issues and in the event of a disagreement, one parent is
designated to make the final decision. In even rarer situations, the parents are do unable
to effectively communicate and so distrustful of each other that they agree to the

designation of a specially trained lawyer or therapist, called a “Parent Coordinator” to
solicit input from each parent and then make a binding decision on issues prented to
them.
In St. Louis County it is quite rare – but not unheard of – for one party to be grated sole
legal custody and have the right to unilaterally make decisions.
There are now a number of highly skilled co-parent counselors and the majority of judges
will require a good faith attempt at such counseling before ordering sole legal custody.
Physical custody refers to the parenting time that is awarded to each parent in event that
they do not agree. In St. Louis County, if the Judge is deciding the case, it will be 50/50
custody barring an unusual circumstance like a very young (less than 3 months old) child,
a child with serious medical issues that one parent is not trained or otherwise equipped to
hand or a significant distance between the parents’

